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THEOLOGY AND MUSIC


De Botton, Alain, (2012) *Religion for Atheists; A non-believer’s guide to the uses of religion*, London and NY; Hamish Hamilton,


Saliers, Don E. (2007), *Music and Theology*, Nashville TEN; Abingdon


**COMPOSERS**


Useful texts on Music and Spirituality


Fox, Christopher, Brougham, Henrietta and Pace, Ian (eds.) (1997), Uncommon Ground: The Music of Michael Finnissy, Aldershot: Ashgate

Gardner, Kay (1990), Sounding the inner landscape: Music as medicine, Rockport Mass and Shaftesbury, Dorset: Element Books


Tippett, Michael (1974), Moving into Aquarius, London: Aquarius


Williams, Rowan (2012), Faith in the Public Square, London: Bloomsbury

MUSIC AND HEALING


Useful texts on Music and Spirituality


**SPIRITUAL EXPERIENCE**

Clarke, Isabel, 2005), There is a crack in everything – that’s how the light gets in. Chapter in Clarke, Chris ed. (2005), *Ways of Knowing*, Exeter: Imprint Academic pp90-102


Mandoki, Katya (2007), *Everyday Aesthetics: Prosaics, the Play of Culture and Social Identities*, Farnborough: Ashgate


Ralls-MacLeod, Karen and Harvey, Graham. (ed.) *Indigenous Religious Musics*, Farnborough: Scolar,

Rankin, Marianne (2005), *An Introduction to Religious Experience*, Lampeter, Wales: Religious Experience Research Centre


SPIRITUAL TRADITIONS involving MUSIC

Blacking, John (1976), *How Musical is Man?* London: Faber and Faber


Inglis, Brian, (1990), *Trance: A Natural History of Altered States of Mind*, London: Paladin, Grafton Books


Redmond, Layne (1997), *When the drummers were women - A Spiritual history of Rhythm*, New York, Three Rivers Press

Rooley, Anthony, (1990)*Performance: Revealing the Orpheus Within*, Shaftesbury: Element Books
Useful texts on Music and Spirituality


**MUSIC AND SONGS**


Neufeld-Thomas, Lisa et al (2003), *Voices Found: Women in the Church’s Song*, NY: Church Publishing


Smith, Peter and Boyce, June (1972), *New Orbit*, London: Galliard


Wootton, Janet, Watson, Derek et al, eds (1997), *Peculiar Honours*, London: Stainer and Bell
**Discography**

Abtei St Hildegard *The Music of Hildegard*

Anonymous Four *11,000 Virgins*

Dekker, Chris (199?), *Return to the Source – The Chakra Journey*, London: Return to the Source and Pyramid Records

Fulmer Colleen (no date) *Her Wings unfurled: Original Songs of Challenge and Comfort calling forth Courage and Compassion*, Albany, California: Loretto Spirituality Network

Gothic Voices directed by Christopher Page *Feather on the Breath of God*

McDade, Carolyn CD *We are the Land we sing* (1999) WRA8-1313, Canada: Carolyn


Sequentia directed by Barbara Thornton. *Canticles of Ecstasy* and *Voice of the Blood*

Sherman, Kathy (1998), *Beyond Words; Original Instrumental Music by Kathy Sherman*, Illinois, Sisters of St Joseph of LaGrange II, Musings from the sleeve notes,

Silvestro, Marsie (1993a) *Circling free*, Gloucester Massachusetts: Moonsong productions Cassette

Tavener, John: *A Portrait* NAXOS 8.558152-53

Vox Animae, *Ordo Virtutum*, Videotape